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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to provide a proof of concept for a pedagogical
apparatus aiming to foster moral education and reflection about the inner good of
their practice among apprentice-designers. We designed this tool with the aim of helping students understand how modern moral pluralism imprints professional mores,
and how particular conceptions of the good life may affect the way they envision and
devise how the world should be (and how they ought to design it). Our tool comes in
the form of a role-playing game based on different species of worth coexisting in modern democracies, and that French sociologists Luc Boltanski and Laurent Thévenot
have been depicting in their book On Justification—Economies of Worth (2006). Our
proof of concept is based on two use cases related to the many studio courses that
offered us settings to develop our tool.
Keywords: design education; moral sociology; decentering; imagination

1. Introduction
For more than ten years now, we have been experimenting with a training apparatus to foster moral education and reflection about the inner good of their practice among apprenticedesigners. Our understanding of the “inner good” owes a lot to the work of Alasdair MacIntyre who, drawing from the Aristotelian tradition, defines the inner good of a practice, or
its excellence, as the set of standards and achievements that are expected of the members
of given practices by the members of those same given practices. In fact, inner good is the
outcome that is exclusive to a given practice (MacIntyre, 2007; Higgins, 2010; Proulx, 2019).
From this point of view, if design is to be considered a practice, the training of designers
should provide apprentices with opportunities to acknowledge the inner good of designing
and acquire the corresponding virtues. For this purpose, we devised an educational activity
that allows our students to question the goods that compete for their own professional engagement and inevitably taint their thinking about what and how to design. This paper aims
at providing proof of concept for the apparatus designed based on its description and a
short report of two use cases.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0
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Beauty, ease, comfort, legibility are but a few of the central tenets that guide designers as
they engage in improving what shapes our ordinary world. Such predicates usually attached
to the work done by designers, however, reveal an important and much-concealed condition
of their trade: qualifying a situation as seductive, user-friendly or comfortable implies judgment thus practical reasoning. For instance, when tasked with designing a public library,
much of the decisions the designers make, follow their understanding of the good worth
pursuing. The good may emphasize an acknowledgement of community practices, support
for public education and social justice through a subdued redesigning of service offerings, or
the designing of a spectacular urban landmark to bolster recognition of a city’s dynamism
and attract investors. In designing our training tool, we aimed at helping students understand how modern moral pluralism imprints professional mores, and how particular conceptions of the good life may affect the way they judge how the world should be, and how they
ought to design it.
Our tool takes the form of a role-playing game based on different forms of worth that French
sociologists Luc Boltanski and Laurent Thévenot have been depicting in their book On Justification—Economies of Worth (2006). The concept of our apparatus is based on the fact that
the soundness of the reasoning of the kind made by designers relies on their capacity for
moral decentering, i.e., on their readiness to reflect on their own conception of the common
good, and their aptness to reckon with competing conceptions on the part of the many
stakeholders concerned by their activities. Used in different contexts and in different ways,
the tool proved apt at shedding light on how moral conceptions undermine the recourse to
rational thinking, and imprint designers’ practices even at the very mundane level of design
proposals. Our long experiment with the tool also got us to discover its potential as a lever
of imagination to foster a more productive ideation effort.
Our paper is divided into three parts. We will first explain the conceptual background that
warrants our understanding of design as a value-laden practice that calls for a serious effort
to educate the designers to face the moral pluralism of our contemporary world. We will
then present Boltankski & Thévenot’s (B&T) work, showing how it allows assessing the moral
pluralism that confronts designers, amongst other practitioners, and explaining how we derived from it the framework on which our apparatus is based. The third and last part of our
paper is dedicated to the description of our tool through two use-cases that show its two
main pedagogical purposes.

2. Designing as compromising: the concrete issues of form-giving
Professional design practice is one of a special kind. If designing is what designers do, then it
has to do with giving form to the world in response to the ever-unsatisfying quality it acquires through use. What is at work in this process of form-giving is the capacity of its practitioners to judge the value of one’s experience of the world. A world which has long been understood by designers as that which is manufactured and standardized to fit the needs and
expectations of large crowd. But as it evolved since its early institutional expression within
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the walls of the Bauhaus, the practice of design came to expand its domain. The world designers now give form to is also made of information, services, activities, and norms.1 Such
expansion of the world of design underpins the breadth of the challenges facing practitioners today. And despite the vast array of knowledge already shedding light on ways to improve this world — the “artificial world” as Simon (1988) would put it —, judgement still remains the general faculty guiding the form-giving going on in designing it. It is precisely that
guiding line that proves to sugar in the gasoline of all the efforts that followed through the
design methods movement to achieve a symbolic, abstract description of the design process
(Rittel, 2010; Alexander, 1964; Jones, 1992). Alexander (1964), for one, sought guidance in a
mathematical description of the design process based on the field of tension formed by the
unsatisfying fit between an object and its context. He later repudiated his whole endeavor as
worthless (Alexander, 1971).
The world designers give form to, is the world of experiences, concrete and unmediated by
languages and so are the criteria that guide their groping around as they try to establish a
better fit between context and response. Thus, deprived of parameters on which to base
their form-giving activities, designers must rely heavily on their judgment (Guersenzvaig,
2021). Therefore, designing is to be understood as a normative activity to produce a form
infused by moral reasoning that translates a compromise between conflicting, sometimes
contradicting forces, technical performances, individual aspirations, economical constraints,
technological possibilities, personal capacities, and cultural mores, etc. The question that
arises then for designers is what makes a compromise better than another one? How are designers to choose if there is no single objective scale to lean on to arbitrate between competing solutions? More precisely, how are they to justify, to themselves as much as to others, that a given proposal does represent a step away from an unsatisfactory state of the
world? That is the question that is at the basis of our effort to try and help apprentice-designers acknowledge the part played by judgment, and its underlying moral framing, in designing, and to recognize judgment not as a black box, but as a proficiency to be acquired
and improved. To do so, we needed to know what is judging if not a mere comparison of univocal performances. B&T offer an operable model for that matter. We borrow from their
“economies of worth” (Boltanski & Thévenot, 2006) the essential features of six different
frames of practice we turned into constraints that students had to adopt as they were designing early concepts they would afterward have to nuance with conflicting perspectives,
further develop and validate.

2.1 Judging and compromising
Looking at how designers work to achieve a more satisfying world, design seems like a pretty
versatile process, capable of supporting a great many varieties of sometimes contradicting
ends (see von Busch & Palmås, 2016 for an account of this versatility). As such, the techniques adopted through design do not seem to come with a guarantee about the nature of
1

See Findeli (1994) and Buchanan (2010) for two much more detailed explanations of the world that is at stake in design.
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the improvement it will bring to an actual state of affairs. In fact, give a group of students a
single design brief, you will end up with as many propositions as there are students in the
group: some concepts might very well share similarities, but none will ever be identical. It is
that very versatility that explains why businesses that struggle to innovate tend to invest in
design. The world of public management wasn’t spared the trend as was shown by the work
of the Mindlab, La 27e Région, and even Canadian Digital Service. We like to relate the value
recognized in design to the fact that one cannot trace back a definite rational path between
a design proposition and a design brief (Blythe and Worthington, 2010). As Jean-Yves Toussaint and Monique Zimmermann (2001) stated, designing is like playing a game: even when
keeping the same set of rules, with the same players pursuing the same goal, the story of the
match will remain unpredictable and irreproducible. Some report this to the essential hermeneutic character of designing (Snodgrass & Coyne, 2013). In any way, the design process
may not depend so much on rationality than on practical reasoning, bounded by the situation at hand, and foremost essentially rooted in a given worldview adopted by the designer.
This seems to suppose that all design propositions are potentially unique since everyone has
his own idea of what is best in a given situation. Thus the improvement of the world pursued
by design is quite selfishly framed.
The fact that all design propositions depend on what the designer thinks he or she’s best to
do in this or that situation would entail that to demonstrate that a given proposition represents an improvement requires a fair share of rhetoric. How else could we explain that a design concept based on personal views of a situation succeeds in winning the favor of a population over rival ones? Can agreements on what’s best to do be simply coincidental? We like
to think not. But can rhetoric, by itself, as a technique, fully explain agreements? Michel Foucault in his reading of Plato (2010), and Bernard Williams himself (2006) both argued that
what is required of individuals to agree on what is true or good,—or else “satisficing” (Simon, 2013)—is truthfulness, and truthfulness is relative to a conception of the common
good. If we can agree on the value of a design proposition, it’s because we have the potential to recognize values. That “recognizing” is not rooted in rationality, but rather in our
moral capacity for deliberation between actors, and within actor. But why would a shared
recognition of specific values better explain agreement than rhetoric or plain coincidence?
Doesn’t everyone have his own set of values and beliefs? The work of B&T is precisely bound
to shed some light on the restrained set of values, and the social competencies needed for
their recognition that allows agreements.
In their essay, first published in French in 1991, B&T succeeded in identifying six grammars
for arguing that people use and rely on to justify their actions, decisions, and selves: grammars that appeared instrumental in criticizing competing views as well as in reaching agreement following a dispute. As when industrial representatives agree with environmentalists
over climate changes by reframing the issue in terms of market risks. In fact, the agreement
between two persons seems only possible where opponents make use of similar claims,
pointing to similar events, persons, and things to define the situation over which they are
debating. Hence the term “economies of worth” entailing that actors point to what is worth
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referring to in the shared situation. Either opponents do come to a complete and robust
agreement about who’s and what’s worth what, or they achieve a more fragile compromise
as competing views can come to par depending on the situation. These modes were revealed by an analysis of personal quarrels that were brought to the public eye through the
publication of letters of denunciation in national newspapers. Analyzing these quarrels, B&T
were able to trace back their resort to different political and moral philosophies. Incidentally, underlining what’s worth in a given situation suppose that one has a certain global
conception of the world that organizes a given situation and whatever beings compose it,
discriminating between what’s worthwhile, and worthless, peripheral, and crucial, respectful, and contemptible. As such, every situation is arranged according to a certain situated
economy that B&T coined “world”: the world of market worth, the world of opinion, the
world of industrial worth, the world of domestic worth, the world of civic worth, and the
world of inspiration (see table 1). Based on different empirical data, two supplemental
worth, and their corresponding worlds, were later added to their model: the environmental
worth (Lafaye & Thévenot, 1993, Thévenot, Moody & Lafaye 2000, Moody & Thévenot,
2000), and the project worth (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2018).2 “Worlds” are never purely reified in situations as everyone can switch from one claim to another as one adjusts to the
challenges of social critique and coordination. Each world is tightly intertwined in people’s
discourses and actions, and it does seem like B&T succeeded in demonstrating empirically
what moral philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre (2007) criticized conceptually: the moral relativity of modern liberal democracy. It is worth noting these worlds are primarily tied to the reality that characterizes occidental culture.

2

They are not considered yet in our tool.
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Table 1. Narrative description of each world
WORTH

DESCRIPTION OF THE CORRESPONDING WORLD

INSPIRATION

The worth of inspiration is bound to a world devised according to St. Augustine The City of God (413–426).
Artists’ lives and practices illustrate quite well the worth of inspiration. Pursuing their work, artists are reluctant to account
for any worldly constraints, as they try and keep themselves ready for the grace of inspiration to come at any time, just like
St. Augustine imagined the destiny of individual worshipers.

CIVIC

The world that underpins civic worth is based on Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s 1762 essay The Social Contract or Principles of
Political Rights.
Civic worth emerges when members of a community bind their very existence to the interests of a common superior being.
This common being is neither incarnated, isn’t someone acting for someone else, nor someone represented: it is the collective per se, the society in itself. The civic world is a world of voluntary servitude to the common good. It is the possibility
of serving such a collec-tive being that explains the existence of open source communities. It is also this worth that allows
for the progress of knowledge to justify the organization of research groups, sometimes at the expense of the interest of the
group or members themselves.

INDUSTRIAL

The world of industrial worth stems from Saint-Simon’s work On the Industrial System (1822).
Here what is worth is economic efficiency supporting normalization of action through time and across local contexts as in
many large industrial firms. The specificities of a situation are muted to seek their universal characters. These are the principles that drive the vast majority of globalized industrial firms whose worldwide commercial offerings tend to be summed up
in a unique cata-logue of solutions, i.e. a repertoire of modular answers adaptable to clients.

MARKET

The market worth sits in a world that bears on Adam Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759) and An Inquiry into the
Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (1776).
What counts in the world of market is the wealth accumulated by individuals that fixes the worth of a person on a uniform
scale. The acquisition of goods diversely distributed and accessible, and the thirst for such goods make the cement of this
world. Firms that thrive on mass distribution of goods to consumers are a typical fixture of this world.

DOMESTIC

Domestic worth takes place in a world based on La Bruyère’s The Characters and Manners of the Age (1688).
According to domestic worth, each person occupies a rank in a well-understood hierarchy. Each is bound to an acknowledged superior: the king, one’s own parents, a boss, etc. But those superior beings are also obliged by their subordinates:
they need to maintain their respect to guarantee their obedience. It is such a paternalistic city that allows teachers to keep
their authority over pu-pils they want to see performing at the highest level.

OPINION

The opinion is at the core of a world that draws on Thomas Hobbes’ Leviathan (1651) and Elements of Law, Natural and
Politic (1640).
In the world of opinion, what counts is the symbolic prestige one can acquire in his community. Young firms tend to bear
on this worth as they try to win the audience’s interest over their work, often compromising revenue for an idea that can
catch the public eye, be published in fancy maga-zines, criticized by an international jury, and exhibited at important trade
shows. What counts here, first and foremost, is notoriety.

Each world defined by B&T is structured around numerous intricate attributes (see 2006, p.
177–181). We offer here a synthesized version of these attributes (see Table 2) which focuses on: a) the common superior worth principle, or the common good supported by each
world; b) the specific format of relevant information in each world; c) the nature of the relations that organize beings in each world; d) the specific standards, or benchmark that allow
evaluating worth.
Table 2. Attributes of each world (Adapted from Boltanski & Thévenot (1999) and Cloutier & Langley
(2013))
WORLD OF..
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ATTRIBUTES

INSPIRATION

CIVIC WORTH

INDUSTRIAL
WORTH

MARKET WORTH

DOMESTIC
WORTH

OPINION

COMMON GOOD

Grace,
creativeness

Communal
interest, equity

Efficiency,
equality

Capital,
accumulation

Status

Prestige, renown

FORMAT OF
INFORMATION

Emotional

Formal, official

Standardized,
measurable,
reproducible

Monetary,
fungible

Anecdotal,
proper

Distinctive, iconic

RELATIONS

Passion

Solidarity

Functional link

Exchange

Authority, trust

Recognition

BENCHMARK

Uniqueness,
spontaneity

Accessibility,
common
flourishing

Globalization

Market footprint,
competitiveness

Tradition

Celebrity

Article title [X Running head odd]

The economies of worth thus offers us a framework on which to build pedagogical situations
that would seek to confront students with contemporary moral relativity, shedding light on
their own moral conception as designers. B&T’s model suggests the possibility of turning the
descriptive attributes of each world into rules and constraints that would disrupt the recourse by students to plain rational thinking, bringing to the fore values and beliefs in every
step of the development of their design proposals.
This confrontation with morally purified principles of action was deemed capable of causing
moral decentering, a phenomenon we consider instrumental in the moral education of professional designers. Decentering is a phenomenon that is referred to in many disciplines : in
psychology (Bernstein et al. 2015), anthropology (Agier, 2012), ethic, education, etc. The
Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget played an important role in framing it in conceptual terms to
specify the process wherein children develop a capacity to depart from their own point of
view, anchored in space and time, which is a condition for an objective understanding of the
world (Piaget, 1973, II, ch. IV). P-E Vandamme (2013) offers a simple definition of decentering as the “moral faculty allowing an individual to get out of him or herself, to expand one’s
judgement so as to consider others as worthy as oneself”. Some constructs show compatibilities with the ethic of care (Gilligan, 1993), and, moreover, with the "network of giving and
receiving" that MacIntyre describes as a condition of democracy (MacIntyre, 1999).
The economies or worths gave us a means to not only make students aware of alternative
worldviews, but to have them engage these worldviews in their own action, to account for
them as worthy and legitimate ways to conduct one’s reasoning. In line with this reasoning,
we devised six different business profiles according to each economy of worth defined by
B&T.

2.2 From a model to a rule book
Our central apparatus takes the form of a role-playing game. As with any game, ours is structured around a set of rules and mechanics, and goals to pursue. For each economy of worth
described in the work of B&T, a business profile was devised, illustrated by fictitious legal entities, engaged in distinctive behavior (see table 3).
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Table 4. Playing rules

Globalized
industrial firm

Branded
distributor
of consumer
goods

Mature firm

Young firm

MARKET
WORTH

DOMESTIC
WORTH

OPINION

Solely concerned with the production of universal knowledge even
when this activity is triggered by
more limited and individual interests, such as research contracts.

Research
group

INDUSTRIAL
WORTH

Members of the open source community give a universal character to
their own personal situation. They
see their efforts to improve their
own existence as a potential leverage of autonomy for others and
their community. That explains how
communal flourishing depends on
solidarity between members.

Open source
collective

CIVIC WORTH

Aim at being edited, or supported,
by prestigious distributors or art
galleries.

Pay meticulous attention to their
clients, treated on a personal
ground to favor fidelity.

Careful to expand their customer
base to allow for their substitutability.

Largely liable to a massive workforce they must sustain over the
long term or else they will lose their
capacity to respond to the needs of
their clients.

None. Artists are autonomous
and their activities bring them to
ascetic practices, cutting them off
all relations to others. Artists are
guided by purely ethical principles
and are devoid of deontology.

Artist

INSPIRATION

Deontological principle

Topical illustration

WORLD OF...

Business profiles

Media, exhibitions, competitions, conferences.

Counseling

Big distribution and consumer
goods spanning from mass
production to luxury markets.

Without excluding any market,
industrial groups tend to
favor regional governmental
constituencies to which they
sell solutions that allow them to
internalize client’s activities.

Reports, counsels, audits,
recommendations, memoirs,
diagnosis, prototypes or pilot
schemes.

Revenues are commensurate with the buzz
that comes from a hybridization between
the provision of services, counseling to prestigious clients, participation in distinctive
projects, and in exclusive activities.

Revenues are closely linked to their client’s
activities of which they are highly dependent.

Revenues grow with the number of clients.

Big industrial groups assume the development of the solutions they sell. It’s the use of
the solutions that generates revenues.

Revenues are only partly drawn from services
to ensure autonomy from vested interests.
Research groups have no possibility for
investing their wealth, a wealth that mostly
escapes the benefit of its individual members whose salaries are guaranteed by their
institution.

Members don’t look at their contribution
to their community to generate revenue.
Instead, they see themselves as resources
for their peers: financial, temporal, and
foremost intellectual resources. Here the
common currency is the knowhow of members. The wealth of the community is based
on the sharing of this knowhow. The financial
cost of anything produced by the community
must be close to null for members.

Detached from worldly needs, artists live on
accidental revenues. Their wealth depends
on private donors or public sponsors which
allow them to be unconcerned by the costs,
sometimes overwhelming, of their art
project.

Art

Open source spans outside the
digital economy as experiences
of Repair Cafés, Makerspaces
and the development of the
sharing economy have shown.
Services at large are all susceptible to open source.

Revenue model

Economic sector

Manufacturers and
prestigious editors,
galleries

Definite sector

Consumers

States and their
constituencies, large
enterprises

The cognizant community, public institutions, the states and
their constituencies

Members of the larger
community concerned
by the collective

Human kind

Client
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Table 3. Business profiles
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Playing rules
World of…

Deliverables

Internal organization

External organization

Nb of
teammates

INSPIRATION

Anything goes

Solitary work

The artist will have no
contact whatsoever with
any members of the
teaching staff

1

Open source
collective

Insofar as the investment required for the
realization of any open
source projects is nil or
almost nil, the deliverable
of the workshop must be
one finished, operational,
first-generation product,
service, organization,
system that can recruit a
first wave of followers.

One computer for the team and work done on
single files.
or Work done cloud-based.
Players can only communicate with each other by
digital means.

Teaching staff only
communicate to one
teammate at a time, and
preferably through online
devices.

At least 3

Research group

One prototype, pilot project or experimentation.
The device developed,
often of low technological
intensity, must above all
make it possible to gather
knowledge on a given
situation.

None

None

At least 2

INDUSTRIAL
WORTH

A catalogue of four concepts, each being able to
fit a variety of contexts

Tasks clearly divided according to a specialization of the members working simultaneously or
sequentially, which supposes to foresee a stage
during which the “pieces of the puzzle” of the
project must be assembled.

Teaching staff deal with a
designated team member
who acts as a sales representative

At least 2

MARKET
WORTH

One consumer goods in its
traditional form, able to
multiply purchasing acts.

None

None

Any

DOMESTIC
WORTH

One highly customized
solution

One boss (major associate) and at least two executives. The boss can work only on the brief while
the executives perform all other tasks

The teaching staff only
communicates to the
boss.

At least 3

WORTH OF
OPINION

One very distinctive concept per team

Players must dress as designers.
Concepts are competing propositions. The
winning concept will be the one who gathered the
most favorable opinions, following this scale:
—support of another student = 1 point
—support from temporary teaching staff = 20 pts
—support from a professor = 50 pts
—support from outside the school = 150 pts.

None

At least 2
teams of 1
or more

CIVIC WORTH

The rule book and business profiles serve as a framing for studio-courses. Typically, at the
start of a course, students team up, are provided with a specific business profile and the set
of corresponding rules they are to comply with all along. Although slightly derisive, each set
of rules presents its own challenge rooted in actual organizational behavior. Some students
are cut out of any advice from the teaching staff, others are to learn to coordinate online,
some must multiply their output, or must engage fiercely in public relations activities. The
goal here is to force into students a moral decentering by having them renounce their own
standards and coincidentally accept to play design by a different rule, investing a worth alien
to them.

3. Relying on the Economies of Worth to teach design
Over the past 10 years, we have relied on our rule book on numerous occasions and in different capacities to support the education of design students. Our main concern was always
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to design activities that would make moral judgment the primary leverage supporting the
design process.
As a flexible teaching apparatus, this role-playing game has evolved to serve various purposes, from exploring divergent scenarios, to problem diagnosing, to supporting ideation.
The different implementation phases brought variations in two aspects of the gameplay: role
distribution, and purpose of the game within the overall brief. For one, the rule book allows
for different approaches to role distribution. We tested it by asking students to stick to one
chosen role for the duration of the game. This way of playing seems the most capable of
producing the moral decentering we were looking for. But playing in such a way can prove
frustrating for students in the long run. Alternatively, we came to experiment with a less demanding version of the game that lets them try out each role in sequence to quickly grab a
feel of the different worths. The other aspect we tested concerns the strategic purpose of
the game in a given project. It was first used as an overarching frame that would constrain
all aspects of the approach adopted by students. However, throughout our experiment, we
came to discover that the game could also serve more specific purposes in a design strategy,
and be used as a singular tool. For instance, it can be used to explore the problem-space. By
showing how different mindsets and organizational schemes can reveal different issues in a
given situation, it shows students that problems, as well as solutions, are constructed, or designed. We also used the game in ideation phases to conduct brainstorming sessions. Other
gameplays are yet to be explored. In all use cases, the rule-book we designed served to
spark student imagination through different moral framing and teach how judgment is
bound to those principles.
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Table 5. List of settings where the tool was used and changes in implementation
Year

Brief

Venue

Implementation

2008

To propose a system of bike-sharing

Université de Montréal (Canada)
Undergraduate program in industrial design 3rd year studio-course

First implementation as a role-playing game adopted for the complete duration of the course

2012

To propose prospective scenarios to
limit wasteful use of electricity

Université de Montréal (Canada)
Undergraduate program in industrial design 3rd year studio-course

Implementation as a role-playing game taking
place after a prospective stage dedicated to framing four divergent scenarios. The game was used in
an effort to develop apparatus that would embody
each scenario.

2013

To propose design answers to the
massive problems of school dropout

Université de Bordeaux III (France)
Graduate program in design and
media
Sprint (3 days) studio-course

Implementation as an individual leverage of imagination at a preliminary stage of work for producing
a common database of conceptual paths.

2015

To explore the solution-spaces for
specific issues related to six different
hospital centers

Université de Nîmes (France)
Graduate program in social design
Sprint (4 days) studio-course

2015

To propose strategies to improve the
state of public school libraries in
Montreal

Université de Montréal (Canada)
Undergraduate program in industrial design 3rd year studio-course

2016

To design apparatus that would
empower the public confronted with
daily consumption difficulties

Université de Montréal (Canada)
Undergraduate program in industrial design 3rd year studio-course

201821

To explore alternative design strategies to answer a self-defined problem
statement

The Ohio State University (USA)
Undergraduate program in
Industrial Design 4th Capstone
Studio-Course

2020

To generate ideas to design a toy that
functions with the sharing economy

The Ohio State University (USA)
Undergraduate program in Industrial Design 2nd year Studio-Course

Implementation as a role-playing game for the remaining part of the course dedicated at identifying
the most worthy conceptual path and developing a
final proposition

To further the presentation of the apparatus, its extension and its purpose, we describe below two different use cases where we mobilized this role-playing game in learning settings.
The first one focuses on work organization trying to show students that the working ecosystem impacts the royaume des 11ossible (the realm of possibilities). The second use case provides an example of how the type of perspective shift that entails pursuing various worths is
a fruitful way to generate ideas and devise a nuanced design brief.

3.1 Use case 1: Role-playing
The first use-case we describe corresponds to the first iteration of the framework developed
as a role-playing game to enhance moral awareness among students. At the outset, the
framework took the form of a rule book for a game to be set during a studio course.
Used as a full-out role-playing game, as we did for the first several years of development,
each set of rules is exclusive to one team or one participant. Players are engaged in representing and promoting one type of worth, interpreting their brief, defining their design process, their standards, and goals in reference to the specific grammar of the associated world.
Figures 1 and 2 show two design propositions answering the same design brief which
spelled: promoting sustainable uses of electricity in a world where energy is getting scarcer.
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Figure 1. A design proposition based on civic worth described as a DIY smart device to assess households’ effort to minimize their electricity consumption, and hack the carbon exchange so individual efforts can be rewarded with carbon credits. Instructions for implementing the device can be found online where a community of users offers help for newcomers.
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Figure 2. A design proposition based on market worth described as a modular playing mat storing the
kinetic energy produced through kids’ play and that transforms into a households’ rechargeable battery. The mat is distributed through hardware stores where it can be bought for individual purpose.

Attaching students to a specific worth for the whole of a studio course, and forbidding them
to resort to any other worth, threatens their understanding of rationality. As they keep acting in a rational way all along the course, it shows them that rationality is actually versatile.
It supports diverging views, and differing design proposals, which all stem from more fundamentally moral grounds. The game results in making students aware that in our modern
world there exist competing goods, and that these goods are all legitimate. From that perspective, rational thinking presents itself as an insufficient means to arbitrate between the
goods served by different design proposals, thus demonstrating the value-ladenness of the
practice of design. Such moral decentering also makes the case for considering some sort of
moral disclosure as due diligence in design.
With time, we progressively restrained the application of the rule book to specific stages of
the design process and definite phases of the studio course. That lightened version unveiled
another possible use of the rule-book as a lever of imagination. Use-case 2 takes advantage
of this other potential.
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3.2 Use case 2: Divergent imagining support
A second way to leverage the potential of this tool is to focus on its capacity to swiftly support the generation of ideas. To serve such a function we altered the tool mechanic by moving away from stringent role-playing (where students stick to only one world) to a version
where they adopt all perspectives one after another.
Such a version of the tool has been used on several occasions in an introductory level industrial design studio course. In this particular context, the tool is presented as a mechanism
supporting ideation and the exploration of competing design strategies. This learning activity
was devised as a component of an assignment on disruptive innovation where students are
introduced to various other ideation methods. As an approach to generating output, the tool
is here deemed relevant as differential moral framing (worldview) can inform how to think
about a design problem/opportunity but also force the generation of competing design
strategies. This allows to explicitly illustrate and instruct students on the roots of ideas and
how they influence their capacity to think about alternatives ones (see figure 3).

Figure 3. Articulating the interactions between moral perspective, imagination, and action.

With this version of the tool, students are then tasked with imagining the alternative proposition to a design challenge by pursuing the good of each business model. The propositions
students develop are expected to align with the higher moral principle of the worldviews
and meet the corresponding attributes that would allow the proposition to pass the test and
reach the status of qualified objects (see Table 4).
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Table 6. Design specifications for each worth
Inspired

Domestic

Civic

Opinion

Market

Industrial

Higher Moral
principal (worth)
What horizon is
pursued

Creativeness,
nonconformity,
Grace

Tradition,
Esteem

collective interest

Public Opinion,
Fame,
Renown

Mercantile Value

Efficiency,
Productivity,
Performance

Test
What conceptual
benchmark those
ideas need to
meet to be considered, “good/
qualified

Passion,
Enthusiasm,
Singularity

Trustworthiness

Equality,
Equity,
Solidarity,
Accessibility

Popularity,
Audience,
Recognition,
“Likes”

Market ,
Competitiveness

Metrics,
Standards

Qualified Objects

Emotionally
invested body or
items

Tradition,
Patrimony,
Heritage

Open Access,
Creative commons,
Welfare policies

Prize Winning
products,
Icon,
Signature Piece

marketable
goods and
services

Industrialized
Product/Process
Method

Qualified human
beings
Who are considered as the Great

Creative beings,
Artists

Authority,
Design Principal,
Creative Director

Activist,
Public Servant,
Non-Profit,
Solidarity Unions,
Equal Citizens

Star Designers,
Celebrity

Marchant,
Seller
Customer,
consumers,
Investors,
Entrepreneurs

Engineer,
Manager,
Rational Being

As an example, students were asked to rely on this tool to generate ideas about toys that
function in the sharing economy. By changing the prism through which they had to think
about the problem, this tool helped them see and consider very different ways to give form
to things that all addressed the same design brief. The two figures below illustrate ideas developed by a student. While answering the same challenges, the good pursued in each of
those propositions is significantly different. The outputs of the design effort are two very different ways to give form to a toy that functions in the sharing economy. This shows that pursuing a particular worldview gives shape to products presenting different characteristics,
features and attributes.
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Figure 4. A design proposition based on the Inspired World. In this concept the student explored the
toy design challenge by developing a platform allowing user to explore the “inspirational
beauty” of the natural world.

Figure 5. A design proposition based on the Industrial World. In this concept the student envisioned a
platform and allowing users to create mechanical wall interactions with removal parts. This
concept emphasizes technical rationality as a playful element.
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Used in this context, this approach supports designer imagination and the capacity to explore different design strategies. As such, the tool becomes an instrumental and operational
framework providing sets of constraints to foster creativity. From a pedagogical perspective,
it is also an effective way to demonstrate to students that ideation is a more sophisticated
endeavor than arbitrarily brainstorming with oneself by throwing random ideas on a whiteboard.
As it is used here, much like in the other version presented before, it is not about using this
tool to find a final solution as much as shedding light on the blind spots that our implicit
worldview may hinder. The parameters of this framework support formal reflection and can
help identification of features and attributes worthy to find their way into a design brief.

4. Conclusion
This paper is a long due effort presenting an effective pedagogical apparatus we have been
developing and experimenting with for the past 10 years. Building off the seminal work of
Luc Boltanski and Laurent Thévenot, who are at the forefront of the French tradition of pragmatic sociology, the tool leverage and operationalize their effort to describe the conceptual
root of social critics and disagreement as different moral framing. We turned their model,
their “economies of worth”, into a normative framework. The apparatus we devised, basically a rule book for a role-playing game has shown flexibility. Its core premise is based upon
pursuing higher moral principles and embodying qualities meeting benchmarks that structure students’ engagement in studio courses. Some of its rules and mechanics may still
evolve, be transformed or left out depending on the teaching situation. We believe we have
not yet fully measured the extent of its potential applications. At the very least, we still have
to account for the two most recent worths uncovered by B&T’s later work and devise the
rules that pertain to the environmental world and to the world of project.
As we have tried to show here, our rule book can serve many educational purposes. First as
a trigger for helping students decenter from their acquired and covert perspective on the
world, making way for a more deliberate assessment of the values engaged in designing.
Then, in line with this, as an opportunity to foster a better sense of the compromises entailed by design propositions which, in turn, contribute to the acquisition of virtues, for instance, temperance, by students. As a means to delineate what due diligence requires of designers. And, lastly, as leverage for imagining conceptual paths that are radically divergent,
thus supporting a thorough exploration of problem-spaces. Incidentally, the framework may
still be hiding some of its potential for other audiences and in other venues than in the studio courses of the apprentice designers. It might represent an interesting contribution for
continuous learning, and notably, in the many professional fields where, like engineering,
and management, practitioners have to navigate between the sirens calls of innovation, organizational pressure and the requirements of keeping a good, sound critical stance. In fact,
it might very well be of interest in the context of practice as it helps to cover a wider range
of very distinct avenues to fulfill a design brief.
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There is still work to be done though to better assess the decentering we purport to be taking place while designing with our sets of rules. What conditions for using our tool produce
the most fruitful decentering? Is there a way to measure the effectiveness of moral decentering? These are questions we look forward to answering in the years to come.
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